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Serenity

Serenity it is divine
Infatuation with sublime
It is the hand of everything
In the surrounding of a ring
That binds eternity together
With mind and heart to be forever

What I can see it is a cloud
Of morning stars crying aloud
The joy and light illumine all
Avoiding knowledge by cajole
To rest in peace in divine hands
Eternity it is of all that stands

To live forever - that I want
Reverberations high in the neant
With God and angels all on high
And Saints to be to me much nigh
May the Lord grant me to be
With Him in Heaven plain to see
Blessed

I am blessed to be alive
In the cradle of God's love
Living high like in a hive
With eternity's love Dove

Illumine my heart, O God
To see Your face of bliss
Do not hide Your hand and rod
Paradise I will not miss

Touch my dreams with Your grace -
Metamorphosis of my being -
Your divine nature to embrace
The house of prayer makes me seeing

It's Your love nourishing me
Restoring back my health in You
The old is gone, will never be
This clay and breath renewed too
Legacy

Bridge over life in time
To link the reasons of my mind
In a bouquet of flowers potpourri
Reminiscence of pearls and stones
I left behind

Transparency of epochs to emerge
Between millenniums make converse
To knit the net that rescues me
The rising thoughts of my ideals
In Heaven's hands

An imprint of a person left behind
To leaven meditation among many
Metamorphosis of society to last
Until another imprint will come by
To plow the land

We come and go through destiny
Taking a bath in the time's cradle
To leave a mark indelible
Of a unique existence for eternity
From Heaven's plan
From the Sky

In the middle of the night
The sky opens wide
To swallow my pride

Sorrow, crying and the like
Come to me repenting
To transform by rending

All my flesh I give to Thee
As the incense burning
To unmask the lurking

What is old the new surpass
With a blow of its own tail
Of repentance from the nails
That did pierce the Lord's own hands

Do not look for other skies
Stand on firm pillar of prayer
To reveal the clouds so wise
That come down to the Earth's layer
Equilibrium

Questions of silence and of sanity
What normal as abnormal is revealed
Standards and values have to ponder
The equilibrium of the mind it's still

Common sense to see and test
When one is pondering the intellect
The vision of a person's interest
All questions come in to reflect

Parables and faces, words and numbers
A mixing to make sense at once
The human mind in its own chambers
Speaks of its own insight at glance

But what is "normal" to all men?
What this society can't tell
How man was made by God's own plan
Giving His sanity to men who fell
Rewinding

If you want a clock of old
That works only by rewinding
Do not think it is too bold
To redo the life's reminding

Life is short, let's make it long
By the love of God and neighbor
That comes down to us so strong
Giving us much needed fervor

It is only an illusion
To imagine that we can
Do all things without the fusion
The divine with inner man

From the old time of the past
Coming from above is love
Make a better life to last
In the Spirit like a dove

Do not think it is a watch
That cannot rewind much further
If you have a little scratch
There's a remedy like wonder

I cannot describe it all
You will have to try it out
It's the remedy of old
From God's love without a rout
City Life

Can you tell me
What's to be
City life?
It's like a hive!

So much agitation
Like the ant's migration
Lights cover the night
To reveal the sight

Neighbors play the music
Amplified acoustics
You think it's a studio
Testing the audio

Take a stroll in park
And the girls embark
With a posh attire
To make you admire

A piano plays
In cafe all days
And the guitar's string
Make the city ring

If you catch a taxi
You will learn a maxim
From the driver's wiz'
For this is the biz'

Now that you have seen
Everywhere been
You can go relax
So you won't collapse
Castaway

Feeling lonely and cast down
In a stroll until the dawn
Gloomy specter comes, arise
Nightmares is to devise

Closest ones come to desist
With their love do not persist
Solitude it is my fate
Sorrow feelings cannot break

The exile I must take now
Relegated by the brow
The society creates
Choosing some to be rejects

Living off from arguing
I cannot do but keep the mourning
This society's insistence
To live in crass ignorance

Everybody should consider
The society's string leader
That we are all made to stay
With compassion for the stray
Regeneration

The decay that once was there
In man's life given the fall
Remedy was given where
Illness festered in all

What man could not do alone
God provided for the better
To undo what once was done
That put him tight in a fetter

What a Savior we have
Who is equal with God
To redeem us from the naye
Of hell's bind since time so bold

He came down from Heaven's fold
Through His Holy Spirit mission
In the Virgin took abode
To give evil intermission

All we have to do right now
Is repent and feel so sorry
Bend the knees and take a bow
And fulfill our own story

It's regeneration's stand
Man's creation is repaired
Truth abides again on land
To scatter abroad nightmares
Freedom of Choice

In the mind desires blend
What the wants and needs command
To complete the whim's attire
In the guise of the desire

Mixed thoughts clouding the mind
What I want is to remind
How can I escape the haze
That misleads like in a maze

Everybody tell me do
For it's so much good for you
Never think it's not for me
They want me like them to be

But I want to make my choice
To be free and to rejoice
For I know better than rest
What it is for me the best

Everybody have the freedom
For themselves to seek the wisdom
What it is the needful thing
That your life asks you to bring
Remember the Future

Now it's time to think ahead
At the past that held in store
Your future and it read
What will be and what it were

Time is coming now again
That you use it in its fullness
And you'll see the future plain
To which past was laid as witness

In the future do remember
To use time the wisest way
And you will find it a member
Of existence here stay

Come to live in present time
With the past and future still
And remember what goes by
Every moment - present's will

Time is resting in an eon
And the eon is the measure
Of the time that's moving on
Toward the eternity's treasure

Stand still in the present moment
To feel the eternity
That this life begins to foment
And partake divinity
Remembering Promises

You remembered everything
That the Lord has done
And inherited the ring
Of the Heaven's crown

Think it over and again
And learn what it is to be
To have Heaven's great pearl gained
And the Paradise to see

Climb the steps of Heaven's vision
With the guidance of the Spirit
Keep in mind what you envision
And the Kingdom you'll inherit

Search the Scripture and you'll find
Treasures that the Lord has promised
To receive from His own hand
Heaven's home - a mansion risen
Resurrection

Life is a mystery to have and hold
Coming from high, from Heaven's fold
It is the love that makes us free
From the eternal death of destiny

Do not behold what is above
As it would be only a dove
It is the Spirit who gives life
The body is to be like wife

Life is eternal - made for us
To be with God and hold Him thus
That we may have it all inside
Which I received from Jesus' side

It is the mystery to live and die
To sin that opens Heaven wide
And to renounce for good the world
This I received it from the Lord

One day the time will come
That all be raised and be undone
And life in Christ or without Him
It is not taken in a whim

Eternal life it is for us
That you can find without compass
All you can do is just believe
And holy life endear live
Feeling

I feel my senses getting dull
And my body cannot pull
Sleeping covering my eyes
I cannot look up to the sky

Only you can make me live
And my heart to get enlivened
You are my love and all I want
Is to have you for the life's span

What sensation I would have
By a touch on your navel
All my body starts to shiver
Swallowed up into the fever

Your hair is so smooth
And the shining of your tooth
Your skin it is so fair
Lifts my feelings in the air

I cannot live without you
I would marry you for good
And to have you by my side -
Feeling you is Paradise
Nostalgia

What I wouldn't give to be
Once again into my teens
And to meditate on dreams
What the future can bring me

I was brave and flying high
All the world was on my side
I was choosing the best drive
To make life always to thrive

All my generation knew
That I was one of the few
I would not compete with you
Far better for me to do

Now I go on with my life
With my kids and with my wife
I don't forget about the strive
And I feel I am alive
Hovering Vultures

In the sky laced with clouds
Birds of heaven come abide
By the pairs go in rounds
Looking for a prayer that hides

Slow in motion hover high
Floating like the time is still
To the left and to the right
Now they come and now they leave

Doves go hide under the roofs
Flapping their wings in haste
It's not time to be aloof
Their own life not to waste

It's so quiet all around
Like before a storm in heaven
For the vultures come to hound
In the gaze of hungry ravens

Only fearful cries of warning
Sparrows chirp to their chicks
Not to move from the nest's hiding
To be caught in vulture's tricks

When the hunting it is over
Vultures go back to take rest
With the pray they could recover
Others hope the next time's best
Innocence's Rage

With a smile so pueril
I am in the prison, still
And I cannot understand
What I did, I'm innocent!

I don't know what I can tell
From the bottom of my cell
With arthritis in my bones
Of so many years gone

I know I am innocent
But the Courts are ignorant
They don't want even to hear
When I say the truth with tears

This is rather the infernal
Of this world that's not eternal
It's injustice's final stage -
Innocence feeling the rage

Double Trouble

A problem never comes alone
You never thought what could become
Now you see it was a trapping
When it has revealed the sapping

Keep a watch with microscope
Turn your head like gyroscope
For the trouble be on guard
Put your senses on vanguard

It doesn't take long till it happens
Just an instant to be slacken
And they all invade like bees
And they make you walk amiss
In the Depth of Me

In depth of me there is a my stery
Of life itself taking abode
Deep inside's the destiny
Of Heaven's way form the above

I tought to ask the Lord at once
To take me home and be with Him
But He responded, "Take the stance
For Me the world I may redeem.

"Witness for me from Heaven's high
From the inside I will guide you
Until I come to the be nigh
Eternity to give you too."

Thus says the Lord to me sometimes
That freedom comes to all the world
To let go from bondage ones
Who want to follow as they're told

The inner side of man is strong
Like rock that stands in Gibraltar
For it is in it the Lord
Who sacrificed Himself on Heaven's altar
In the Cradle of Your Hands

In the cradle of your hands
My being comes to be
From two drops upon the land
And Your breath that blew on me

With my body and my soul
Fusing earth with Heaven's glance
I exist to come to know
How You love me and enhance

In the world life is for me
A gift of love and treasure
From the abundance of You mercy
According to my measure

It's only You to see around
From the crib of this world's lands
With chorus of purple hearts
Into the cradle of Your hands
Freedom's Call

Freedom's call has unique role
To bring pearls from Heaven's shell
Into the night of lower world -
Lamps of the eternal well

With the body and the soul
To be linked into existence
Their destiny to know -
Transparency of resistance

Calling one after another
The Creator brings them all
To respond or do not bother
Of His love for our souls

By free will creating us
With a call to see and feel
Manifesting freedom thus
That we have to use for Him

Spirit's gems come to adorn
Inward chamber of my heart
Revealing that I was formed
Be forever Heaven's part
Miracle

O, glimpse of the divine light
reverberation from on high
eschatologic window to refresh
my being nailed into this world
tediousness coming from the old
transfixing echoes of the earth's flesh

Heaven's oasis piercing the night
unknitting the world's breathing tight
to break the chains of the death's clutch
kindling the fire of my bosom's coals
touched by divine love instilling grace
towards the ultimate existence's hatch

Reveal the life of Heaven's land
in your courts make me to stand
anticipating the light's dawn
transfigure me from old to new
to make me transparent like you -
transforming mode with a divine gown
Redemption

I do not know what can I say
About the walk, about the Way
The Lord has called me to do
From early morn' to afternoon

It is a dream that every day
My mind repeats and walks away
Into the field of Heaven's fold
The Paradise of men from old

The Lord has come, He has arrived
To be with me by my own side
That I may walk and do His will
Rising the path unto His hill

It is a mystery to say
That He came down for us defray
The debt we owed to Him for sin
Ancestors did and we a kin

He gave Himself upon the Cross
To buy us back from Heaven's loss
And He redeemed us all again -
Let's have good time and entertain
Destiny of Happiness

Man is always given to ask
That is, we can ask the Infinite for answers
Which often glimpse form the eternity to us
With answers for our fate in question

And we continue to ask looking toward the day
When the Infinite Himself will come to each of us
Showing us the way towards to wholeness

It is like this: To questions there are answers
Questions unto which to ponder
To whom to put, why and when

There is an answer to these questions
This is our destiny: To be happy
Not by man's questions
But by the Infinite's answer from all eternity
Picture from Heaven

In the mirror of the lake
I saw Heaven opened wide
And I left my soul awake
To itself into a tide -
Heaven's pride

What a beauty's Paradise
I can't speak for all the real
You will have to see the rise
Of the Heaven's Sun revealed -
Divine feel.

Heaven's home for all of us
Calling us from here now
With its treasures to arouse
Our earnest and to bow -
Inner vow

And the image we can see
It's the likeness that we take
To receive and foresee
Of God's gift for our sake -
By His grace
Inner Voice

Listen to the echo's chime
To reveal in its own rhyme
What is there to consider
When the inside voice is meager

Come to listen what is there
Bring you ear inside where
Pain and sorrow and much joy
Speak to you with inner voice

Do not give to it deaf ear
For it will extinguish - hear
And you will find out the secret
You could not find it by merit

Inner voice is precious guide
To reveal to you the hide
Look in deep and you will see
What the inner life can be

We don't live on the outside
For the life comes from inside
And we must give much attention
To relieve from the life's tension
Jesus' Blood

Transfusion from the infinite of love
Into my sinful nature from above
To purge disease and countless sins
Only His Blood and merci wins

He is a Relative from all eternity
And in eternity has set my destiny
To be with Him forever He wants me
And make me blood relative with Him to be

With free will He came to die for me on the Cross
Do not deserve His glory being only dross
I beg His mercy always, day and night
That He may come to me and take me'n hight

Only His Blood can do all this for me
To rescue me from the eternal infamy
I fall down to His feet and worship Him
Who came to rescue me by His own death sublime
In Thy Image

Coming down from Heaven's fold
You revealed to me to be
Your image from the old
In creation You to see
And to live in harmony

My true nature is revealed
Other persons when I seek
To commune and be instilled
Into them for infinite
And to find in it respite

In Thy image of Three Persons
I am here to exist
The relations others foster
To respond and to desist
Love's inviting don't resist

As a family reunion
To be one into the fold
Love is binding the communion
To reveal what it was told
Of the divine Man of old
Prayer

I pray to God to take my soul
The God Whom I address as Thou
To come into my heart right now
And make me in His honor bow

The Heaven is my home to be
That Christ did open wide for me
Uniting in Himself two natures
Divine and human in His fetters

Like sheep He corrals our hearts
Into His mind a million wants
To have them all gone into Heaven
For everlasting joy and tender

Forgiveness

Of all the Heaven has to offer
One that brings back memories
It is a pillar form the coffer
Of old forgotten words and worries

What you have done I'll not forget
To see the love in your heart
For me a hint I want to get
From your bosom and then part

Forgive me if I do not understand
How you can do so much for me
The love extended with your hand
Forgiveness is the word to be
Nita

Gentle cat of childhood memories
Brought at home into the hands' cradle
To have and hold in dear glories -
What can you give and we can't handle?

Two eyes of joy for us to see
Day and night we want them all
For you in our midst to be
And play the house around the ball

It's time to part, I am afraid
To let the life you gave us all
Speak of itself and let be said
How much we loved you, O little doll

There is a chance, there is a hope
That we may see each other soon
Even if you're like a dove
We will be still be understood
Simple Letter

What is love that you can't tell
That life with You is better?
To be with You it is as well
The mystery of simple letter
I come to read it every day
Until the day I pass away
I want to be with You forever
Eternity's just 'round the corner

What You had done is good
I wish I ever understood
What I can do for You right now
Other than worship You and take a bow
My body to submit to prayer
That it may be with me forever
After the resurrection I was told
It will become like new from old

It is the time to say goodbye
The world that made me be so high
In thoughts and energy above
The life I lived and used to love
It is my only destiny
Forever just with You to be
I want it now, I want it ever
To last and be with You together
Remission

My sins are staging life below
That I may not relax and bow
But I relapse once in a while
By doing what it is so vile

I want to be like You again
My life it is exhausted, drained
I want to finish all I wish
But conscience is telling me amiss

I tried so many times to be
The way the Lord wants me to see
I failed so many times, I know
What means to live a life so low

My hope is telling me to wait
For God's remission and forfeit
The life of sin I entertained
And freedom once forever gain
Give Peace a Chance

Quarrels, hatred and the like
Contemplate the worldly minds
From on high come like a spike
Piercing deep in people's hearts
To revenge the honor's strike
In the hands a thunder breaks

Give peace a chance
You people of the world
To believe and to enhance
All the nations in a mold
Of the will into a stance
Of the greatest dream from old

Do not say, "So let it be"
Just let build the wall of peace
That can pierce the best of me
And transcending all the races
For the world at stake to see
That we can all have God's grace
Eternity Again

It is a joy to see You coming down
From Heaven's drove and put a gown
Of the divine expression of the love ai know
That comes from You to me to bow

I hear that You came for me
To change the curse of destiny
And save me whole once more, again
Like from a station where's no train

I'll wait for You to save me all
From an existence that's so droll
And take me home I want so much
For You I look on high and watch

I want to live with You forever
Please come down now and do remember
That I was waiting all my life for You
To be in Heaven and rest there too
Late Intertwined Summer

Intertwined moons in the rainbow
Reveal themselves for an eternity
The screen of stars in flight
Toward a golden world in sky

Dreaming the blue sky which he wants
To take over the green for now
And of the vines that sprout
From Heaven's holy grapes

To want to live as always
Like fantasy stories with strong men
To come over us and smell
With suave heavenly myrrh

In an abyssal sky that's intertwined
And nurtures all the sheep for life
Keeping more tight than looks in grave
The valient and willing to prevail
Eternity Past

I hear that You came from old
When never was so much a world
As I can see right now and be
Immersed in it and ever see
A hand that comes to me at last
From the eternity's long timming past

Let me again to have the faith
I came to know and need to wait
My turn toward the destiny
Established in the past eternity

You tell me that one time it was
A moment in the infinite that has
Brought me for You to live forever
As long as I can come remember
Your divine affection just for me
It is just all I want to be
Inspiration

Many thoughts come to my mind
To reveal the life's memento
Many stories of all kinds
What a marvel they can do

It is not the kind of story
I am writing every day
It has gist and it's not wintry -
You will like it I would say

Should I write it or to say it
I would better just get going
That I don't lose my insight
And my memory's erasing

I just got an inspiration
To tell the world a great account
It's not a fable or rendition
It's my own story I found

You can listen to it now
And read it again later
Till you'll like my writing down
And you'll always find it better
Media Hive

In today's modernity
With so much technology
All the news can fly
Up into the sky

Only press a button
And you get to fathom
Everything that happened
Even in Manhattan

Digital TV
Fiber optic spree
Higher satellites
New flow fast and light

Languages are mixed
By translators fixed
Bringing you to see
News from overseas

What you can't imagine
Media makes it a magic
To bring you the news
And the knowledge used
Glassworld

Looking through the mirror of the world
I touch my feelings
errupting from the inner well -
tentacles of the existence's being.
Melting glass painting the walls
of my conscience
to form the objects of my life
transformed in subjects anchoring my destiny.
Sentiments crawl toward the trees
of other images reflected
through the city's store windows
eyeing me through their glasses of concern
calling off window-shopping.
Flexible casting in ethereal molds -
nature unchained into my will
to bring together in a vase
all the flowers in an eternal bliss.
Reality

Playground of sober thoughts
revealing the curtain's fall
from the shadowy eyes of fire.
Contingent extention of my soul
to grasp with the arms of my conscience
wrapped in the divine love of my dreams.
Perpetual meanings soften the rocks of time
to bring to life the inner being
of all that is in existence
for me and for God -
eternal reason.
Descending

What it is like to be above
The world's wrong ways of the old
When sin came down from Paradise
And mad man be no more so wise

But after us came down to be
The Prince of Heaven and of peace
To break the chains of slavery
That man has won by lacking grace

His name is Jesus and I know
That He can save us all above
He did it so just with a bow
From Heaven sent to us a Dove

He is the Savior of the world
It is in Him to ever trust
And we can know of Him from old
The word of God that spoke to us

After descending He ascended
The Cross He took it to the sky
And our lives forever blended
That we may like and never die
When the World Will End

When the world will end for me
I want to go to Paradise
It is where I want to be
After I lived much wise

Do not call me back to Earth
Until Resurrection Day
For I have forever's birth
Walking on Christ's holy Way

It is Earth or it is Heaven
All that matters is above
That I may enter the Eden
Of eternity's pure love

Once in Heaven I will say
All the words I learned from You
To walk on the narrow Way
For the sake of Christ's ado

Now I know when world will end
It is when I once will die
It is life's energy spent
For the place forever high
Remembrance

Come and sustain me with Your love
That comes to me form the abode
Where forever did exist
I know You could for me resist

You are my life and life is You
That gives me all I need to do
Reflecting Your image low
Until I make to You a bow

It's Heaven's earth I feel in me
A cradle for my only destiny
With You forever I exist
And I cannot at all desist

Winter Illusion

False impressions of white tears
Trickle down from the gray sky
Like ashes from a fiery Heaven
Cool down by the chill of ideas

Children look up
Old men look down
Just to see
The frozen sea of their hearts

Slide on a thought
Of chilled desires
From childhood memories
In the ice age
Of the blue globe
Of Life and Man

In life there's a measure
Of old time of creation
When man had his own pasture
And lived in liberation

But when the time arrived
For test to be revealed
The serpent has derided
Man's stand in freedom's will

Now that he has eaten
Of the forbidden fruit
Was nannned outside the Eden
And death was in its suit

It is no marvel why
Man could not stand a chance
The serpent was so sly
And man has lost his stance

But God did not forget
The love He had from old
A Savior was sent
To free all men from bond

He came to be like us
And sacrifice to make
Of His life on the Cross
Eternal life's at stake

And so it is salvation
The Savior has cast
For man's emancipation -
Eternity at last
What is Like?

What is like to be again
To love and live like a refrain
On Earth like Heaven to adore
The Lord of love and hold in store?

It is for You I wish to live
And just like You I want to give
My life as ransom for the many
Who look for love and think are ready

I like to teach and be as guide
Those who renounce the way that's wide
And narrow makes the Way to Heaven
Fighting the fight of faith forever

Only with You I can do all
The things you promised in the Scroll
That I may reach the Heaven too
And all of this is done for You
Runaway

I want to run away at once
Until I feel I can enhance
The Heaven open want to see
In it with You forever be

How dear is my home to be
It is my piece of destiny
that God prepared high above
And even mansion promised done

How came I get to go, perhaps
With so long list of my relapse
It must be God forgetting me
After repentance in the morning's wee

I plan to run from You again
The world is good to entertain
The spirits make the heart be lost
And all becomes thin air, ghosts

To take me home with You I want
From me no longer be so distant
By hand to rescue me I ask
For You it is so easy task
On the Grass

Don't step on me again
With your heavy foot
You crush me in earth's den
With your heavy boot

I am beautiful to stand
Like a tassel of green grass
Covering around the land
It's the insulating brass

Only you may choose to mow
My long threads if they appear
To worn out from too much bow -
Walking over me is clear

Gentle leave me to abide
Color to the earth to give
To give balance to the sky -
On the horizon we live

When you walk on me do hover
Like a bird over a lake
And I will let you discover
My soft touch for your sake
Numbers

One is to begin the count
Two a pair hand in hand
Three is odd but not so blunt
Four is square’s corners brand
Five the fingers of a hand
Six is half a dozen, right?
Seven is the numbers’ pride
Eight is four and two kept tight
Nine has triple three inside
Ten is zero beside one

Clouds of Hay

Attic with hay
Under which goats lay
Natural comfort
No room for tort

First climb the ladder
That leads to the cradle
Of natural hay
What a place, hey!

You can sleep forever
Nothing can be better
It’s a Paradise
What a big surprise
Poem's Speech

Speak to me, O little poem
Subtle meanings reveal at once
To refresh my mind with them
And my life's esteem enhance

Dip my sorrow in your ink
And come rest inside my mind
To establish one more link
Between life and earthly kind

With the Muses' symbol came
To reveal the mystic secrets
White like your paper make
All my conscience and thoughts

Point of No Return

It comes by with speed of light
To whisper into the life's ear
And open wide existence's sight
So deep in it the treasure dear

To grasp it with the whole of heart
And get behind to see how is
So wise it used and let no part
Before it goes the venture seize

Day

Abstract window passing by
Grind away at the life's essence
With azure touch of my mind
Bring down heart's so bitter fence

Do not let me pass away
Without thanking and forgiving
Bring the peace into the hay
Of my thoughts forever burning
Be All You Can Be

Be all you can be, O braves of sky
To keep away the dread and pass
A flower you are given high -
An offering in pledge of stars

No fear stare in the eyes' demise
A moment rusting to resist
To shed the roses on the children's lives -
It is the nation's fever to exist

Piscus

From the sky's sea
Full of drops with fish that
Grasp for earthly oxygen
To bring the sun's light
To all the Heaven's creatures
That shine on Earth
Without the help
Of the darkness below

Epistle

Your thoughts are my thoughts
Your ways are my ways -
Union eternal of the souls
Inspired from above
By the heavenly Man
Who came into my heart
To rescue me for good
From the abyss of darkness
Death and Paradise

On the other side
It's a Paradise
Waiting all of us
To enter it thus

Only if we choose
To put into use
God's most perfect law
The ancestors saw

You must live by it
So that you'll inherit
Heaven's Paradise
Beyond the demise

And you will rejoice
And hear the voice
Of the angels there -
God is everywhere

0 death, you have died
Your strength has dried
You cannot touch me
Paradise I'll see

Life Infusion

Give me a hand to live
Life at superlative
Freedom to enhance
To reveal its stance

Come to make the fusion
Our lives' intrusion
To exchange the principles
Each of us has multiples

Throw to me a rope
And a tube of hope
Come much close to see
Life flowing from me

Now we are together
United forever
Two becoming one
Infusing life - done
Serenity  II

Serenity is peace with God
I hate the world that doesn't know
It is a thunder from His rod
For all to see and take a bow

Peace of mind it's all I have
Four walls to speak to me
I know is time for me to wave
In Heaven do I want to be

Before I leave I want to say
I care more than me for you
And I can't think a better way
That you may be in Heaven too

Silence of the Night

Listen to the silence of the night
A shadow of the heavenly light
To ease your soul from fright
And peace into the heart to bring, might
Let go of everything from your sight
That you may see what it is right

Do not try begin to fight
What you can't see with your sight
But let the divine bring light
That it may relieve from fright
And heavenly peace descend on you, might
Listen to the silence of the night